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Model predictive control (MPC) is based on the
prediction of future behaviour of the drive and then choosing
the best action to fulfil given requests. In fact, the MPC can
use a pulse-width modulation with online or offline
computation [6], [7], or so-called finite control set model
predictive control (FCS-MPC) based on switching
possibilities of the inverter [8]–[10].
The most of FCS MPC research is focused on the current
control [11], torque control [12] or current control in
combination with other controllers [13] or on the speed
control of PMSM [14], [15]. FSC-MPC position control has
not been much explored yet. This paper deals with the
FCS-MPC based position control of PMSM. A ramp
generator is used to generate S-curve position reference.
Speed and current references from the generator are used as
necessary values for the feed-forward compensations of
dynamic current and speed. Moreover, we have introduced
actual current control in the way to compensate load torque
and friction.
FCS-MPC in general requires high computational power.
Its computing demands are higher in dependence of
controlled system order. Therefore, we have also explored
a combination of FSC-MPS speed control with P type
position controller.
At first, the paper describes the mathematical model of
PMSM in the Section II. Next, noise filtering by using the
Kalman filter is briefly described in the Section III.
Section IV is dedicated to the main principle of the
FCS-MPC.

1Abstract—The paper presents the position control of
a permanent magnet synchronous motor by using the finite
control set model predictive control. The position, speed and
acceleration references are generated by a ramp generator.
A new cost function, including feed-forward and load torque
compensations, is introduced. In order to save the
computational power, a combination of a predictive speed
control with proportional position controller is explored as
well. Presented methods are compared to the conventional field
oriented control structure by a simulation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The most of today’s industrial productions use robotic
lines or robotic tools to increase the production rate and to
secure the high precision in product assembling. The base of
such industrial tool is often an electrical drive, which has to
fulfil various demands. The most important are high
dynamics, high precision and very often compact
dimensions. Of course, such demands are very common to
more sectors than just industry. As an example we can
mention motion control applications or medical tools.
The permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) is
mostly chosen in such cases due to its undisputed
advantages, which fully comply with aforementioned
demands. Moreover, PMSM offers high torque vs. weight
ratio, relatively easy control comparing to asynchronous
motor and simpler construction comparing to DC machine,
thus making PMSM more reliable and maintenance cost
effective.
The electrical drives with PMSM are mostly controlled by
the field-oriented control (FOC) with the position sensor or
sensorless using various sensorless control techniques [1],
[2]. The research today is focused on improving sensorless
control techniques of PMSM with respect to high accuracy
of the speed control in slow speed range [3] or high position
accuracy in case of position controlled drives [4].
Although PMSM drives with FOC control are considered
as high dynamic drives, there are still efforts to improve its
dynamics by using direct torque control techniques [5] or by
using model predictive control.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF PMSM
The mathematical model of PMSM, used in proposed
control, is described in rotor coordinates according to [16],
[17]:
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angular speed and position are measured.
The Kalman filter equations are written as:

(5)

where R is the motor winding resistance, Ld and Lq are the
motor winding inductances, p is the number of pole-pairs, kt
is the motor torque constant,  is the rotor flux linkage, J is
the total drive inertia, id, iq and ud, uq are the motor current
and voltage components, ωr and r are the rotor speed and

(6)
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where the fc is a nonlinear function and the state vector x(t)
and the output vector y(t) are defined as follows:
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However, for the prediction and noise filtering, a discrete
model is needed. It has been obtained by using Taylor series
expansion

x j (k  1)  x j (k )  

(11)

In (10), K(k) is the Kalman gain matrix, f is the nonlinear
function based on (1)–(5), Cd is the output matrix, xp(k) is
the vector of the observer states, y(k) and yp(k) are the
system and observer outputs, u(k) is the vector of the system
inputs, and xc(k) is the vector of corrected (filtered) states
used for the prediction.
Here, two approaches are possible. At first, we can filter
all system states. However, this leads to a nonlinear version
of KF thus needing a lot of computational power. The
second possibility is to consider current measurements as a
reliable with the minimum noise. Then, we can design KF
only for the mechanical part of the drive and therefore, linear
KF is satisfactory. This significantly reduces computational
power requirements, but the current components remain
unfiltered.
In this paper, we used the nonlinear Kalman filter,
according to filter equations (11)–(13), thus sacrificing
computation time in order to achieve a better state filtering.
In that case, the vector of corrected states is defined as
follows

position, Tl is the load torque, Bω is the viscous friction
coefficient and p is the number of pole pairs.
State-space representation is written in the form:

x (t )  f c ( x(t ), u (t ), Tl (t )),

xc  k   x p (k )  K (k )  y (k )  y p (k )  ,

(10)

tk

(14)

where Tˆl (k ) is the observed load torque. As can be seen

where Ts is the sampling time, N is the order of the last
member of the expansion, k is the sampling step and j is the
jth state of the system.
Here, a special attention must be taken. If we consider
one-step prediction horizon, inputs should explicitly appear
in every state, thus enabling direct feed-through from the
actuation input to the all states [18]. Therefore, 1st order
expansion is needed for the current components, 2nd order in
case of speed equation and 3rd order for the position part.

from (14), an augmented state-space was used in order to
estimate load torque.
IV. PRINCIPLE OF DESIGNED FCS MPC

The main idea behind FCS MPC lies in the fact that the
inverter has only limited amount of admissible switching
states. For voltage source inverter there are only 8
admissible states (six different non-zero voltage vectors and
two possibilities for zero voltage vector) [8].
For each of them, we can predict the future states of the
drive and choose the most suitable switching state to fulfil
our demands.

III. NOISE FILTERING AND LOAD TORQUE ESTIMATION
In order to get smoother measurement results, various
filters can be used, e.g. 1st order or moving average filters. In
this paper, a Kalman filter was used due to its filtering
capabilities. The second reason for choosing the Kalman
filter is the possibility to estimate a load torque (under
assumption of relatively slow changes of the load torque,
which is a typical case).
The Kalman filter (KF) is designed in the form of
predictor-corrector [19] and it is based on the motor model
from Section II. We assume that the current components,

A. State Prediction
For the sake of minimizing computational time, one-step
prediction horizon is chosen. If more steps were used,
computation time would rise significantly. For example, in
two-step horizon, 49 predictions are needed instead of 7
predictions in one-step prediction horizon.
The predictors are based on discrete model of PMSM and
are defined as follows:
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C. Ramp Generator
Reference signals for PMSM control are taken from a
simple ramp generator based on following:

(16)

where subscript j stands for the computation with j voltage
vector.

ref    ref dt ,

(22)

ref   ref dt ,

(23)

th

where εref is a square wave user defined function.
This generation of the reference position is commonly
used in the commercial power converters, especially in the
servo control, when smooth positioning is required.

B. Cost Function
The analytical expression of our demands on the drive can
be written as an optimization problem or a cost function,
which is to be minimized. The basic cost function used in the
paper is defined as follows
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D. Control Structure
Control structure of the FCS-MPC position control is in
Fig. 1. As can be seen, all states are directly controlled by
MPC controller, therefore prediction of PMSM position is
needed. However, position prediction, as is based on (15)
with 3rd order expansion requires relatively high amount of
the computational power. Moreover, tuning of the weighting
factors can be difficult, because when the order of the
system becomes higher, the change of the controlled states
between two samples is decreasing. Therefore, very high
weighting factors for the position control term need to be
chosen, in comparison to the other weighting factors.
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where wi are the tunable weighting factors, idj, iqj, ωrj, ϕrj are
the outputs of predictors for jth voltage vector.
It consists from five terms:
 a – this term assures tracking of a position
reference ϕref ,
 b – this term assures tracking of a speed
reference ωref,
 c – this term represents a current controller with
a feed-forward compensations,
 d – minimizes a flux-creating current to maximize
torque-per-ampere ratio,
 e – current limitation.
Current reference in term c is combined from a static load
torque component iL, a friction-compensating current
component iBω and from a dynamic feed-forward component
idyn:

Tˆ
iL  l ,
kt

B 
iB   r ,
kt
J  ref

,

Fig. 1. Block diagram of full FCS-MPC position controller.

In order to obey such a situation, a combination of using P
type position controller and FCS-MPC speed control is
explored (Fig. 2). In this case, it is expected that the
dynamics of the position correction will be a bit lower. On
the other hand, computing time savings are further expected.

(18)
(19)
(20)

Fig. 2. Block diagram of FCS-MPC position control in combination with
proportional position controller.

where εref is reference angular acceleration available from
the ramp generator (see subsection C).
The current limitation works on the simple principle. If
predicted current is higher than limit imax, the cost function
would have very high value (ideally infinite) for given
voltage vector, thus forcing the controller to choose other
vector:

The weighting factors w2, w3 and w4 in (17) for FCS-MPC
speed controller in combination with P controller are set to
the same values, as the weighting factors for fully FCS-MPC
based position control.

idyn 

kt

V. SIMULATION RESULTS
Proposed control structures were simulated with the
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sampling time Ts = 25 µs with the mathematical model of
240 W PMSM drive, parameters of which can be found in
Appendix A.
For the simulation purposes, working cycle was chosen as
in Table I with the weighting factors set as in Table II.
TABLE I. DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATION RUN.
Simulation Time
Event
0.05 s–0.01 s
Constant acceleration with εref = 4500 s-2
0.01 s
Steady state with ωr = 200 s-1
0.15
Load torque of Tl = 0.4 Nm is applied
0.2 s – 0.25 s
Constant deceleration with εref = - 4500 s-2
0.25 s
Steady state with ωr = 0 s-1
0.3 s
Load torque is lowered to Tl = 0.2 Nm

Fig. 4. Simulation comparison of current q-components.

TABLE II. WEIGHTING FACTORS VALUES.
Value for speed
Value for position
FCS-MPC with
Weighting factor
FCS-MPC
proportional
position controller
w1
104
w2
2.10-4
2.10-4
w3
5.10-6
5.10-6
w4
3.10-6
3.10-6
Fig. 5. Simulation comparison of angular speed waveforms.

Note that in the case of the proportional position
controller with FCS-MPC speed controller, term a in the
cost function (17) and the prediction of the position is not
present. The value of the proportional controller is set to the
same value as in FOC control structure.
Presented controllers were compared to the conventional
cascade FOC structure with PI controllers involving the
common compensations. Influence of PWM modulation in
FOC is added to the simulation, but simulation runs with the
ideal switches, and so dead-band is not considered. During
the simulations, all states defined in (8) were observed and
compared.
From the comparison of both current components in Fig. 3
and in Fig. 4 it is obvious that the waveform with the lowest
oscillations belongs to classical FOC control structure,
although there are some undesirable peaks during the
transients. The current waveforms of both MPC approaches
are very similar. Note that the current oscillations in FOC
waveforms occur due to pulse-width modulation with 10
kHz carrying frequency.
Speed reference tracking is depicted in Fig. 5. As can be
seen from the detailed view, both MPC controllers have
faster dynamics than FOC control structure, thus providing
better speed tracking against FOC.

Fig. 6. Speed comparison in detail.

Fig. 7. Position reference tracking.

Fig. 8. Position reference following error.

Fig. 3. Simulation comparison of current d-components.
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Positioning responses are in Fig. 6 and the position
control deviation is depicted in Fig. 7. Here, the FOC
structure brings the best results, although the FCS-MPC has
satisfactory performance.

[5]

VI. CONCLUSIONS
[6]

Two different novel structures of the position controllers
for PMSM, based on the FCS-MPC, have been presented in
this paper. The novelty has been demonstrated in review of
the literature. In addition, a new unique cost function has
been developed for these controllers. By introducing the
feedforward acceleration term and the feedforward load
torque term to the cost function, we have shown that the use
of such cost function improves the speed and the current
control capabilities. The oscillations in current waveforms
were minimized and very fast responses to load torque
changes were achieved. Even better results can be achieved
by using the shorter sampling times, but this is limited by the
hardware computing power.
However, the combination of FCS-MPC and proportional
controller brings computing time savings without the
significant performance decrease comparing to the pure
FCS-MPC position controller. The simulation comparison
has proven that both presented FCS-MPC approaches are
comparable to the FOC control structure in the position
accuracy and overcome the FOC dynamics in the speed
control.
Considering given facts, FCS-MPC based position control
seems to be a promising way to the control of high dynamic
electrical drives.

[7]

[8]

[9]
[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

APPENDIX A
TABLE A-I. MOTOR PARAMETERS.
Parameter
Value
Terminal Resistance
0.12
Terminal Inductance
0.33
Torque Constant
0.07
Pole Pairs
5
Rated Current
13
Rated Speed
3000
Motor Inertia
0.000588

Unit
Ω
mH
Nm.A-1
A
rpm
kg.m2

[14]
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